
EMPLOYER PENSION RELATED  
BREXIT FAQs

Do we need to inform HL if any 
members move to the EU?

Yes, it is important you inform us of any change of address where you know that a 
member has moved to the EU.  

Can we continue to pay contributions 
for members that move to the EU

Yes, however, if members are contributing by way of the Relief at Source arrangement, 
they must have Relevant UK Earnings.

Can we accept contribution changes 
from members who are in the EU?

Yes, contributions can be increased or decreased if done so through payroll.

Will HL accept any new enrolees living 
in the EU/EEA?

Yes, they will however be restricted in what investments they can select outside the 
Default Fund as they cannot select UK Authorised Funds.

Will we have additional reporting 
requirements for employees in the EU?

TBC

Can an employee opt-in if they are in 
the EU?

Yes, they will however be restricted in what investments they can select outside the 
Default Fund as they cannot select UK Authorised Funds. If members are contributing by 
way of the Relief at Source arrangement, they must have Relevant UK Earnings

Where an employee lives in an EU country and works in the UK county, the employer 
will have to decide whether they are working or ordinarily working in the UK. If they are 
the employer will have automatic enrolment duties towards them. While Hargreaves 
Lansdown can provide guidance on this subject we are unable to advise an employer 
about individual cases. These rules are not affected by the UK leaving the EU. 

An employee who is not resident in the UK may not be able to claim tax relief on 
pension contributions if their earnings are not taxed in the UK, although there are some 
exceptions, e.g.  if they became a member of the pension scheme whilst UK resident and 
have lived in the UK during the last five years. If an employee is unsure whether they are 
eligible for tax relief they should seek advice from their accountant or tax adviser. These 
rules are not affected by the UK leaving the EU.

The pension scheme provider/rules will specify whether a non-UK resident EE can be 
enrolled into the pension. Their position may change as a result of UK leaving the EU.

Can an employee opt-out if they are in 
the EU?

Yes

We are a UK company in Northern 
Ireland but have employees living in 
the Republic of Ireland can they be 
AEd & will there be any restrictions 
on them?

Where an employee lives in an EU country and works in the UK county, the employer 
will have to decide whether they are working or ordinarily working in the UK. If they are 
the employer will have automatic enrolment duties towards them. While Hargreaves 
Lansdown can provide guidance on this subject we are unable to advise an employer 
about individual cases. These rules are not affected by the UK leaving the EU. 

An employee who is not resident in the UK may not be able to claim tax relief on 
pension contributions if their earnings are not taxed in the UK, although there are some 
exceptions, e.g.  if they became a member of the pension scheme whilst UK resident and 
have lived in the UK during the last five years. If an employee is unsure whether they are 
eligible for tax relief they should seek advice from their accountant or tax adviser. These 
rules are not affected by the UK leaving the EU.

The pension scheme provider/rules will specify whether a non-UK resident EE can be 
enrolled into the pension. Their position may change as a result of UK leaving the EU.

We have employees that whilst are due 
to move to the UK have yet been able 
to do so due to COVID restrictions. 
What is the impact on them?

These members can be automatically enrolled or opt in.  The only impact from now on will 
be that they will be restricted on what funds they can select (if not already selected).  

Continued overleaf



Will members (in the EU) be able 
to attend 121 meetings and/or 
presentations on their UK pension?

Yes – presentations will make it clear that non-UK Residents have restrictions.

We are a company based in the EU 
with a UK branch. All data will come 
from the EU but contributions made 
from a UK bank account. Can you 
operate a Workplace pension on our 
behalf?

Yes – your Client Relationship Manager should be in touch to discuss setting up an agreed 
process to enable you to share data with the UK. 

Do you need additional data in relation 
to employees from the EU?

No

Will salary exchange be recognised in 
the EEA/EU?

If the salary is paid in the UK, the lower (post-sacrifice) amount will be declared on the 
individual’s tax return and/or on their P60.  If the individual is resident in the EU, they will 
need to check whether the country in which they pay tax recognises the agreement and/
or requires them to declare it.  

This isn’t affected by the UK leaving the EU.

Implications for ER & EE tax relief. If the employer is based in the UK, they can continue to claim tax relief on their 
contributions into a pension scheme for their employees.  If the employer is based 
outside of the UK, the rules on tax relief will depend on the rules of the country in which 
they pay tax.

If the individual is based outside of the UK and their earnings are not taxable in the UK, 
they will be able to claim tax relief on pension contributions in the UK in certain limited 
circumstances e.g.  if they became a member of the pension scheme whilst UK resident 
and have lived in the UK during the last five years, or if they or their spouse are a Crown 
employee.  They should seek personal advice on whether they qualify for tax relief.

Do HL hold or transfer data outside 
the UK?

We usually store client information on our secure servers in the United Kingdom.

However, where we use third parties to process information for us, for any reason detailed 
in our Terms and Conditions, we may transfer information to, and store it and process it 
inside or outside the European Economic Area. This could be for (but isn’t limited to) the 
following purposes:

a) If the client has agreed with us and their employer that we’ll provide them with their 
trading activity and account balance details.

b) Where a fund group in which a client holds units requests details of the investors in 
their funds to comply with their regulatory obligations.

c) In order to obtain quotations or to arrange investments or insurances with  
regulated entities.

Our partners and service providers may also transfer member personal information 
outside of the European Economic Area.

We’ll take all steps reasonably necessary to make sure that client personal information is 
treated securely. For example, as permitted by Article 46 of the General Data Protection 
Regulation, we use standard contractual clauses with third parties, so that information is 
protected to the same standards as it is in the European Economic Area. If information 
is sent to the US, in accordance with Articles 45 and 46 of the General Data Protection 
Regulation we make sure it goes to an organisation that is part of the Privacy Shield 
or that we use standard contractual clauses with third parties, so that information is 
protected to the same standards as it is in the European Economic Area. Privacy Shield 
is the framework that sets privacy standards for information sent between US and EU 
countries, and it uses similar standards as the European Economic Area.

Countries outside the European Economic Area where client personal information can be 
transferred to include: United States of America, Canada, India and Australia.
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